Note: This entire workflow is new to Full Grants.

See New & R-Project FP for:
- When/how a Concurrence Request is created.
- Activities available in all workflow states

Of Original FP – See A112 spec

Of Original FP – See A112 spec

Of Original FP – See A112 spec

Of Original FP – See A112 spec
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**424_A1 Assign Submitters**
- This activity is available in additional states. See SF424-Page 4

**424_A2 Assign Editors and Readers**
- This activity is available in additional states. See SF424-Page 4

**424_A3 Update Status**
- This activity is available in additional states. See SF424-Page 4

**424_A4 Change Log**
- This activity is available in additional states. See SF424-Page 4

**424_A6 Import Subaward**

**424_A7 Validate Submission**

See SF424- Page 2
See SF424-Page 2

424_S5 Submitted to GrantsGov

424_S6 Internal Processing at GrantsGov;
424_S7 Download Preparation;
424_S8 Receiving by GrantsGov;
424_S9 Received by GrantsGov;
424_S10 Processing by GrantsGov;

424_S11 Rejected With Errors

424_S12 Validated by GrantsGov

424_S13 Received by Federal Funding Agency;
424_S14 Federal Funding Agency Tracking Number Assigned

Additional Activities
See SF424-Pages 5-6 for additional activities that display in this state.

424_A13 Get Status Detail
- This activity is available in additional states. See SF424-Page 5

Additional Activities
See SF424-Pages 5-6 for additional activities that display in this state.

Additional Activities
See SF424-Pages 5-6 for additional activities that display in this state.

Additional Activities
See SF424-Pages 5-6 for additional activities that display in this state.
ACTIVITIES & PCES AVAILABLE IN MULTIPLE SF424 STATES (WITH EXCLUSIONS)

Include: All SF424 States
No Exclusions

424_S1 Pre-Submission

424_A1 Assign Submitters
-See description in 424_S1

424_A2 Assign Editors and Readers
-See description in 424_S1

424_A3 Update Status
-See description in 424_S1

424_A4 Change Log
-See description in 424_S1

424_A8 Generate PDF Version
-See description in 424_S2

424_A10 Re-Open for Edit
-See description in 424_S2

Include: All SF424 Read-Only States

424_S2 Valid for Submission
424_S3 Submitted Awaiting Response from GrantsGov
424_S4 SF424 Submission Failed
424_S5 Submitted to GrantsGov

424_S6 Internal Processing at GrantsGov;
424_S7 Download Preparation;
424_S8 Receiving by GrantsGov;
424_S9 Received by GrantsGov;
424_S10 Processing by GrantsGov;
424_S11 Rejected With Errors
424_S12 Validated by GrantsGov
424_S13 Received by Federal Funding Agency;
424_S14 Federal Funding Agency Tracking Number Assigned

Exclude:
424_S1 Pre-Submission
Include: All SF424 - Grants.gov / Agency Defined (SF424 Read-Only) States

Exclude: 424_S1 Pre-Submission

424_S2 Valid for Submission
424_S3 Submitted Awaiting Response from GrantsGov
424_S4 SF424 Submission Failed
424_S5 Submitted to GrantsGov
424_S6 Internal Processing at GrantsGov;
424_S7 Download Preparation;
424_S8 Receiving by GrantsGov;
424_S9 Received by GrantsGov;
424_S10 Processing by GrantsGov;
424_S11 Rejected With Errors
424_S12 Validated by GrantsGov
424_S13 Received by Federal Funding Agency;
424_S14 Federal Funding Agency Tracking Number Assigned

424_A13 Get Status Detail
-See description in SF424_S6